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Dungeon World is a completely stand-alone game, designed to allow happy 
gamers to utilise their 10mm collections of fantasy models with pride, bringing the 
miniatures to life in all their table top glory. This supplement fleshes out some of 
the myriad of directions and options open to Draken Masters and Players alike. 
...  
 
Initiative: Players will often choose heroes possessing the special ability 
“Initiative”. The Maximum initiative bonus allowed in a game is +2 initiative on 
any given move; but even this advantage to the Heroes often creates frustrating 
situations whereby the Draken Master launches his devious attacks; only to be 
forced to sit back and watch helplessly as the Heroes run circles around his 
monsters... winning Initiative move after move, while the supposedly well co-
ordinated monster attacks simply fall apart as the dungeon dwellers just seem to 
stand about and do nothing while the Heroes run-amok amongst them! 
 
The Initiative special ability bonus is useful especially for new teams and players 
because it gives them a much needed advantage over the horrors of a dungeon, 
first time encountered. However, the shrewd Draken Master may want to 
implement a few rules of his own, to limit more experienced Heroes from strolling 
through the game like a walk in the park. Try giving the Dungeon itself (or even 
parts of the complex) a sort of sentience of its own; perhaps an intrinsic +1 or +2 
Initiative. This will not only assure the players are evenly pitted, but will make 
them think twice before taking the Dungeon for granted again.  
 
The logic for this... easy.  
 



How often have you lain in bed at night and thought you heard a slight noise 
downstairs? Inhabitants of a dwelling tend to be aware of even the slightest change 
in their surroundings, especially in the silent dark of night; and monsters are no 
exception. This is their home after all! 
 
Teleporters: The entrance of a dungeon always counts as a teleporter. So even if a 
Hero is forced to re-spawn before an in game teleporter has been found and 
activated, he/she may always re-spawn again at the Dungeon entrance. 
 

Solo Play (Heroes Versus the Dungeon - i.e. no Draken Master). 
 

Dungeon Set Up: Players will set up the entire Dungeon before play begins unlike 
a normal game, where the tiles are set up as and when the Heroes discover new 
sections while they explore deeper; this includes setting up the dungeon trimmings, 
furnishings, and all the non random (spawned) Monsters already in rooms and 
passages at the start of the game. Monsters set up thus may not activate until at 
least one Hero enters their line of sight or a door is opened to reveal a new section 
or room. Always place Monsters in a room in such a way that they are as far away 
as possible from Heroes initially encountering them. 
 
Ranged Attacks from Monsters: Monsters whose ranged attacks are greater 
than their Melee attack dice will always attempt to stay out movement range of 
Heroes. This means they will attempt to stay back and make ranged attacks at least 
one square further back than any Hero might potentially be able to move and 
engage the Monster in Melee on the next Movement Phase. If a monster`s ranged 
attack distance is less than a Heroes movement, the monster will move to within 
range and try to remain (at maximum distance) as far from the danger as possible.  
 
If engaged in Melee, a monster will never attempt to break away from combat. 
 
Fighters: Monsters whose Melee attacks are greater than their ranged attacks or 
who don`t possess ranged attack abilities at all, will always try to advance and 
attack the weakest (least Wounds) Hero they can. 
 
 If possible, Monsters will swamp a single weak Hero, but if this is not an option; 
then the Monster(s) will place themselves as favourably as possible. 
 
Spawning: Random Monsters will always attempt to spawn as close as they can to 
the weakest Heroes, within the limits of the conditions already mentioned above. 
 
 
Chance Cards: Try adding chance cards to the game. Take some 6`` by 4`` index 
cards, and write out some fiendish Dungeon Conditions onto each... start with at 



least six cards, shuffle them thoroughly, and place face down on the side of the 
table. At the beginning of each move in which the Heroes win the Initiative Phase, 
throw 2D6. If the roll yields an 11 or 12, pull the topmost card from the deck and 
read and apply the results. If the roll is a 2, draw two cards from the pack. 
 
Example: 
 
1 Rock Fall: pick a Hero randomly and check to see if he/she manages to avoid 
taking a hit from an old unstable section of the tunnel (overhead), which suddenly 
caves in when the Hero passes by. Roll 1D6: if 5 or 6 the Hero manages to jump 
safely to one side. 1, 2, 3, or 4, and the Hero receives 1 wound. 
 
2 Poison Darts: the Hero inadvertently trips a wire and a series of poison darts 
shoot from the wall on either side. Roll 1D6: if 5 or 6, the Hero dextrously 
manages to avoid being hit. 1, 2, 3, or 4 and the Hero receives 1 wound and 1 
Poison counter. 
 
3 New Monster Spawn Point: Place a previously unseen wall/secret door within 
10 squares (or as close as you can get if 10 squares is not possible) of the weakest 
Hero, and throw once on the Random Spawn Table. The door is also now a new 
spawn point for future random monsters... the normal line of sight rules for 
spawning will apply after the initial encounter move. 
 
4 Dungeon Monster: Place a Gelatinous Blob Monster 6 squares away from a 
Hero (determine which one randomly). This Monster can be placed within line of 
sight of any Hero. 
 
Gelatinous Blob  
Movement  2 
Attacks  10 
Toughness  5 
Wounds   5      
 
Regenerate.  
 
Gelatinous Blobs are part of what are affectionately known as `clean up crew`. 
These wandering monster types move through the dungeon, eating anything they 
find on their travel through the tunnels. Great way of keeping things clean; 
especially as these hungry Blobs can digest just about anything... given enough 
time for their digestive juices to dissolve the meal. 



5 Dungeon Monster (Clean Up Crew): Place 2 Green Slime Monsters 10 squares 
away from a Hero (determine which one randomly). This Monster can be placed 
within line of sight of any Hero. 
 
Green Slime 
(can move/slime through any closed door) 
Movement  2 
Weapon Attacks  4 (5-5) 
Armour  4 
Wounds  2 
 
Swift Mover, Stealth, Acid Spit, Multiple Friends. 
 
Acid Spit: The viscous glob spits acid at its victim. Green Slime is really nothing 
more than a giant, semi sentient, slithering stomach.  

Multiple Friends: While at least one Green Slime monster is in play, roll a die 
once per move - before Initiative; if the roll is 5 or 6, add another Green Slime 
Monster anywhere in play within 6 squares of an already activated Slime (even in 
line of sight of Heroes). Do not place the newly spawned Slime adjacent to an 
enemy model. Only when the last on board Green Slime has been dealt with will 
the conditions end for Multiple Friends. 

6 Deep Pit: Place a 2 square pit/chasm marker over the entire width of a tunnel 
section in the Dungeon ahead of the Hero furthest inside. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Expanded Fantasy Bestiary 
 

Beggar Army (generic assortment): 
Movement  4 
Attacks  3 (3-6 if armed with ranged weapons) 
Toughness  4 
Wounds   2 
-------------------------------------------- 
Pied Piper: 
Movement  4 
Attacks  0 (0-8*) 
Toughness  6 
Wounds   2      
 
*Control Enemy – LOS range 8, Rat Swarms. 
 
Rat Swarm:  
Movement  6 
Attacks  3 
Toughness  5 
Wounds   2      
------------------------------------------- 
Defenceless Beggars (old and young, to be protected) 
Movement  3 
Attacks  0 
Toughness  3 
Wounds   2 
--------------------------------------------      
Seedy Prince of Beggars: 
Movement 6 
Attacks  5 
Toughness  5 
Wounds   5 
 
Berserk Attack, Gaze Attack. 
-------------------------------------------      
Gargoyle: 
Movement  4 (6) 
Attacks  4 
Toughness  5 
Wounds   2 
 
Gaze Attack, Fly. 



Dark Dwarves: 
Movement  3 
Attacks  4 (3-6 if armed with ranged weapons) 
Toughness  5 
Wounds   2 
------------------------------------------- 
Dark Elves: 
Movement  5 
Attacks  4 (4-8 if armed with ranged weapons) 
Toughness  3 
Wounds   2 
 
Dedicated Shot 
--------------------------------------------     
Lizardkin 
Movement  4 
Attacks  2 (2-7 if carrying ranged weapons) 
Toughness  3 
Wounds   2   
 
Stench - Heroes each fight with one less attack die in Melee due to the smell. 
--------------------------------------------    
Rock Monster: 
Movement  3 
Attacks  6 
Toughness  6 
Wounds  4      
------------------------------------------- 
Giant Snake: 
Movement  5 
Attacks  3 (3-4*) 
Toughness  5 
Wounds   2 
 
*Poison Attack. 
--------------------------------------------      
Floating Roof Monster (Black Cave Squid): 
Movement  4 (4 Fly) 
Attacks  5 
Toughness  5 
Wounds 2 
 
Aura of Darkness. Minus 2 attack die from each Hero in Melee with this creature.      



Evil Trapper: 
Movement  2 
Attacks  3 special* 
Toughness  4 
Wounds   2 
 
*Sting Attack  Each assigned damage dice actually causes 1D3 hits.   
--------------------------------------------- 
Biting Ooze (Goom - undead):  
Movement  2 
Attacks  7 
Toughness  6 
Wounds 2 
 
Evil Undead Horror. this creature is pure evil. No Hero in Melee containing even 
one of these creatures may use any special abilities. 
----------------------------------------------   
Sewer Beast: 
Movement  4 
Attacks  4* 
Toughness  5 
Wounds  2 
 
*Carry Disease treat like poison attacks except use homemade disease counters. 
Check for spread of disease each move (just like Poison Attacks). Even 1 Healing 
Potion point, 1 point of Healing Touch or Field healing will remove all current 
disease counters. 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Giant Bone Mesh Spider:     
Movement  5 
Attacks  4 (0-5* may cast web attack and then move) 
Toughness  5 
Wounds  2     
 
 Swift Mover. Web Attack* A successful attack immobilises the target (i.e.no 
movement). An entangled Hero may attempt to break free of the web at the 
beginning of each Heroes Action Phase by rolling a 4, 5 or 6 on a D6. 
--------------------------------------------- 
Bat Swarm: 
Movement  6 
Attacks  5 
Toughness  3 
Wounds  2 



Little People: 
Movement  3 
Attacks  2 (1-4 if armed with ranged weapons) 
Toughness  2 
Wounds  2 
 
Stealth .     
---------------------------------------------- 
Water Elemental: 
Movement  3 
Attacks  7 
Toughness  4 
Wounds  4 
 
Stealth. May move across Water and even end movement on a water square. 
Monster adds an attack die in Melee if it is fighting on or adjacent to water. 
------------------------------------------------- 
Fire Elemental: 
Movement  4 
Attacks  12 
Toughness  6 
Wounds  2 
 
Immune to Fire Weapon Attacks. 
--------------------------------------------------- 
Green Slime 
(can move through any closed door) 
Movement  2 
Weapon Attacks  4 (5-5) 
Armour  4 
Wounds  2 
 
Swift Mover, Stealth, Acid Spit, Multiple Friends. 
 
Acid Spit: The viscous glob spits acid at its victim. Green Slime is really nothing 
more than a giant, semi sentient, slithering stomach.  

Multiple Friends: While at least one Green Slime monster is in play, roll a die 
once per move - before Initiative; if the roll is 5 or 6, add another anywhere in 
play within 6 inches/squares of an already activated green slime (even in line of 
sight of Heroes). Do not place the newly spawned slime adjacent to an enemy 
model. Only when the last on board green slime has been dealt with will the 
conditions end for Multiple Friends. 



Gelatinous Blob  
Movement  2 
Attacks  10 
Toughness  5 
Wounds   5      
 
Regenerate.  
 
Gelatinous Blobs are part of what are affectionately known as `clean up crew`. 
These wandering monster types move through the dungeon, eating anything they 
find on their travel through the tunnels. 

----------------------------------------------- 
Samurai Ape: 
Movement  3 (7 if mounted) 
Attacks  3 (3-7 if armed with ranged weapons) 
Toughness  5 
Wounds 2   
------------------------------------------------- 
Samurai Ape Officer: 
Movement  3 (7 if mounted) 
Attacks  3 (3-7 if armed with a ranged weapon) 
Toughness  5 
Wounds 2   
   
War Growl: All other non leader apes in same melee receive an additional attack 
die (only one battle chant may be active in any given melee on any given move). 
----------------------------------------------- 
Trained War Tiger (no rider): 
Movement  7 
Attacks  6  
Toughness  6 
Wounds 2   
 
Swift Mover. 
------------------------------------------------    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
      
 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


